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Abstract:
Students are primary stakeholders in LIS education, yet our perspectives, needs, and concerns
are not as fully incorporated into LIS education improvement efforts as they should be.
iDiversity, a student organization at the University of Maryland’s iSchool, aims to promote
student agency in LIS curricular evaluation and improvement efforts through the iDiversity
curriculum development project. iDiversity is dedicated to promoting diversity, inclusion, and
accessibility within the information professions, and its curriculum development project aims to
incorporate diversity into every course taught at the iSchool. Project members examine course
curricula, compile suggested readings, and create discussion points to infuse diversity
throughout each course’s syllabi. This curriculum development project supports students
interested in playing an active leadership role in improving their own education by embedding
diversity into LIS education. It also provides students with tangible curriculum design and project
management experience. By embedding diversity into the iSchool’s curriculum, students are
equipped with the knowledge needed to further promote diversity, inclusion, and accessibility
within the information professions.
Summary of Talking Points:
We will begin our presentation with a brief overview of the history and mission of iDiversity at
the University of Maryland. We will outline our goals for the curriculum development project and
discuss how the project initially came about. We will discuss how we handled project
management, looking at recruitment, coordination, communication, technology, motivation, and
infrastructure. We will conclude with some reflections on the project thus far, along with some of
our goals for the future. We would also like to pose some questions for the DERAIL Forum
participants, which we hope will spark discussion and inspire other LIS students to initiate
curriculum development projects at their own institutions.
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